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Quantum anomalies give rise to new non-dissipative transport phenomena in relativistic fluids
induced by external electromagnetic fields and vortices. These phenomena can be studied in
holographic models with Chern-Simons couplings dual to anomalies in field theory. We perform
a computation in AdS/CFT of the anomalous transport coefficients in a holographic massive
gravity model, and find that the anomalous conductivities turn out to be independent of the
holographic disorder couplings of the model. To arrive at this result we suggest a new definition
of the energy-momentum tensor in presence of the gauge-gravitational Chern-Simons coupling.
We also compute the electric DC conductivity and find that it can vanish for certain values of the
disorder couplings.
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1. Introduction
The modern understanding of hydrodynamics is as an effective field theory [1]. The equations
of motion of the hydrodynamical systems correspond to the conservation laws of the energy-
momentum tensor and charged currents. In presence of quantum anomalies, however, the currents
are no longer conserved, and this has important consequences for the transport properties of the
systems. This is the case of gauge anomalies, which are responsible for new dissipationless transport
phenomena, such as the chiral magnetic and chiral vortical effects (see e.g. [2, 3] for some reviews).
In addition to anomalies, there are other sources of non-conservation of the currents, such as
disorder effects in condensed matter systems, see e.g. [4]. From a field theory perspective, disorder
is related to explicit breaking of translational invariance, and this leads tomomentum dissipation and
a modification of the conservation law of the energy-momentum tensor. A possible way of studying
this in holography is by giving a mass to the graviton. A particular realization of this idea is based
on the introduction of massless scalar fields in AdS space with spatially linear profiles [5]. Some
dissipative transport coefficients, like the DC electric conductivity, have been studied with these
holographic massive gravity models leading to a decreasing value when disorder increases [6, 7].
In this work we will address the generalization of these models to study non-dissipative transport
properties. A reanalysis of the form of the holographic energy-momentum tensor will be needed to
get a consistent result.
2. Hydrodynamics of relativistic fluids
The basic ingredients to study hydrodynamics are the (anomalous) conservations laws of
the energy-momentum tensor and charged currents. These are supplemented by the constitutive
relations, i.e. expressions of the energy-momentum tensor and the currents in terms of fluid
quantities, which are organized in a derivative expansion, also called hydrodynamic expansion [1],
〈Tµν〉 = (ε+P)uµuν +Pgµν + (σBε )a(Bµauν +Bνauµ)+σVε (Ωµuν +Ωνuµ)+ · · · , (2.1)
〈Jµa 〉 = nauµ +σab
(
Eµ
b
−TPµνDν
( µb
T
))
+σBabB
µ
b
+σVa Ωµ + · · · . (2.2)
Here ε is the energy density, P is the pressure, na are the charge densities, uµ is the local fluid
velocity and Pµν = gµν +uµuν is the transverse projector to the fluid velocity. External electric and
magnetic fields are covariantized as Eµa = F
µν
a uν and B
µ
a =
1
2
µνρσuνFa,ρσ , where the field strengths
of the gauge fields in an Abelian theory are defined as Fa,µν = ∂µAa,ν − ∂νAa,µ. In addition to the
equilibrium contributions, there are extra terms in the constitutive relations which lead to dissipative
and anomalous transport effects. While the electric conductivities σab in Eq. (2.2) are responsible
for dissipative transport, we find in this equation two examples of anomalous transport: i) the chiral
magnetic effect, which is responsible for the generation of an electric current parallel to a magnetic
field [8], and ii) the chiral vortical effect in which the electric current is induced by a vortex in the
fluid Ωµ = µνρσuν∂ρuσ [9, 2]. Apart from the charge flow in a relativistic fluid, there exists also
energy flow and consequently analogous anomaly related transport effects in the energy current
Jiε ≡ 〈T0i〉, cf. Eq. (2.1). 1
1At first order in derivatives the notion of fluid velocity is ambiguous, and needs to be fixed by prescribing a choice
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A convenient way to compute the anomalous conductivities are the Kubo formulae, which are
based on retarded correlators of the charged currents and the energy-momentum tensor, and they are
obtained within linear response theory [2]. Using this formalism for a theory of free chiral fermions,
it has been found that the 1-loop calculation of the chiral magnetic and vortical conductivities receive
contributions of the axial anomaly [8], and also of the mixed gauge-gravitational anomaly [10].
More explicitly, the conductivities read
σBab =
1
4pi2
dabcµc , σVa =
1
8pi2
dabc µb µc +
T2
24
ba , (2.3)
where dabc = 12 tr(Ta{Tb,Tc})L − 12 tr(Ta{Tb,Tc})R and ba = tr(Ta)L − tr(Ta)R are the group theoretic
factors related to the axial and gauge-gravitational anomalies, respectively. The Kubo formulae also
predict that the chiral vortical conductivity coincides with the chiral magnetic conductivity for the
energy current σVa = (σBε )a. Apart from the Kubo formalism, the anomalous transport coefficients
have been studied in a wide variety of methods, either in field theory or in holography, leading to
similar results: these include diagrammatic methods [11], fluid/gravity correspondence [12, 13],
and the partition function formalism [14, 15, 16]. In this work we will study anomalous transport
phenomena in a holographic massive gravity model in the context of linear response theory. The
electric DC conductivity will be computed as well in this model, and compared with previous
studies. We will deal with a single U(1) symmetry.
3. Massive gravity and holographic momentum relaxation
In massive gravity theories, the momentum relaxation is described through the Stückelberg
mechanism with Goldstone modes corresponding to scalar fields, X I , which are related to spatial
translations. A recent holographic implementation of this idea in 4-dim has been presented in
Refs. [6, 7]. In this work we will consider explicitly the model of [6], but the same conclusions are
obtained when considering the model of [7].
3.1 The model
In order to study anomalous transport in holographic massive gravity theories, one should
consider the theory in odd dimensions, as only in this case one can introduce in the action the
corresponding Chern-Simons (CS) terms that account for the effects of quantum anomalies. For
the moment we will focus on non-anomalous properties, and leave the study of the CS terms for
Sec. 4. The action of the model in 5-dim is
S =
∫
d5x
√−g
[
R+12− 1
2
∂MX I∂MX I − 14F
2− J
4
∂MX I∂NX IFN LFLM
]
+ SGH , (3.1)
with scalars X I = k δIi x
i that break translational invariance. 2 The parameter k controls the degree
of breaking of translational invariance, and in particular when k = 0 one recovers the massless
of frame. Here we choose a frame in which we demand that the definition of the fluid velocity is not influenced when
switching on an external magnetic field or having a vortex.
2In the following we will adopt the following notation: capital letters ’M’ denote 5-dim indexes, greek letters ’µ’
denote 4-dim indexes in the holographic boundary of AdS, and lower-case latin letters ’i’ denote spatial directions in that
boundary.
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gravity theory. The coupling J represents the effects of disorder on the charged sector of the
theory. SGH is the usual Gibbons-Hawking boundary term. In the following we will consider as
background a charged black hole solution with AdS asymptotics of the form
ds2 =
1
u
(
− f (u)dt2+ dx2+ dy2+ dz2
)
+
du2
4u2 f (u) , At = φ(u) . (3.2)
The solutions of the equations of motion are then
f (u) =
(
1− u
uh
) (
1+
u
uh
− k
2
4
u− µ
2
3
u2
uh
)
, φ(u) = µ
(
1− u
uh
)
, (3.3)
where we identify µwith the chemical potential. The temperature T = 1
pi
√
uh
(
1− k28 uh − µ
2
6 uh
)
does
not depend on the charge disorder coupling J .
3.2 Electric DC conductivity
The electric conductivity measures the electric current Jµ induced by an electric field Eµ, cf.
Eq. (2.2). There are several methods to compute the DC conductivity in holography, but one of the
most straightforward is the one proposed in Ref. [17] within linear response theory. Let us consider
the small perturbations in the metric and gauge field
Az = (−Et + az(u)), gtz = u h
z
t (u), guz =

u
hzu(u), (3.4)
where E is the external electric field in the z-direction, and assume that the perturbations do not
introduce additional sources, i.e. az(0) = hzt (0) = hzu(0) = 0. The equations of motion for the
perturbations can be solved by demanding regularity of the metric. Noting that the electric current
in the z-direction is Jz = 2limu→0( f (u)a′z(u)), and without going into the details of the solution, we
obtain the DC conductivity [18, 19]
σDC =
Jz
E
=
1√
uh
(
1− k
2
2
J uh
) [
1+
(
1− k
2
2
J uh
)
4µ2
k2(1+2J µ2uh)
]
. (3.5)
Note that in the case J = 0, the DC conductivity is σDC = (1+ 4µ2/k2)/√uh > 1, so that it is
bounded from below. 3 On the other hand, the conductivity vanishes for k2J uh = 2, so that in
this regime the system behaves as an insulator. Moreover, σDC can become even negative in some
range of the parameters indicating an instability. We show in Fig. 1 (left) the value of the DC
conductivity as a function of the parameter k for different values of the parameter J . We also
display in Fig. 1 (right) the regime of parameters where the DC conductivity vanishes.
4. Anomalous transport in massive gravity theories
To study the non-dissipative transport properties of the 5-dimmassive gravity model, we should
introduce anomalous effects in the theory. As mentioned above, anomalies are mimicked in the
3This bound is similar to the one proven for holographic matter in (2+1)-dim in Ref. [20].
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Figure 1: Left panel: DC conductivity at zero temperature as a function of k (normalized to the chemical
potential µ). Right panel: Region in the plane (J ,T/µ, k/µ)where the DC conductivity of Eq. (3.5) vanishes.
gravity side through CS terms in the action. Then, we can extend the model of Eq. (3.1) by adding
the following gauge and mixed gauge-gravitational CS terms [13, 21]
SCS =
∫
d5x
√−gµνρστAµ
( κ
3
FνρFστ +λRα βνρRβ αστ
)
. (4.1)
and
SCSK = −8λ
∫
∂
d4x
√
γnµµνρστAνKρβDσK
β
τ , (4.2)
so that the total action is Stot = S+ SCS+ SCSK. Eq. (4.2) is a convenient counterterm that allows to
reproduce the gravitational anomaly at general hypersurface, γµν is the induced metric and Kµν is
the extrinsic curvature on the holographic boundary of an asymptotically AdS space defined by an
outward pointing unit normal vector nµ.
4.1 Holographic energy-momentum tensor
Let us consider for the moment the standard Fefferman-Graham coordinates, ds2 = dr2 +
γµνdxµdxν. The variation of the on-shell action with a timelike hypersurface at a fixed r is
δStot =
1
2
∫
∂
√−γ (tµνδγµν +uµνδKµν ) + δSmatter , (4.3)
where we keep γµν and Kµν as independent variables, i.e. the extrinsic curvature acts like an
external source conjugate to the operator uµν. We will define the holographic energy-momentum
tensor as [19, 22]
Tµν = tµ ν +uµρKρν , with tµν = tµν0 + t
µν
λ , (4.4)
where tµν0 = −2
√−γ(Kµν −Kγµν) is the standard Brown-York contribution, and
tµνλ = −8λ
√−γρστ(µ
(
2DσKν)τ Frρ +γν)β ÛKβσFτρ −FτρKν)β Kβσ
)
, (4.5)
uµν = 8λ
√−γρστ(µFρσKν)τ , (4.6)
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where A(µν) := 12 (Aµν + Aνµ), and dot denotes differentiation with respect to r . This result nat-
urally follows from the Ward identity of the energy-momentum tensor in presence of the gauge-
gravitational CS term [19]. 4 While (t0)µν is divergent and needs to be regularized by the standard
counterterms [24], the contributions (tλ)µν and uµρKρν are already finite before the holographic
renormalization is performed. As we will see in the following, the extra contributions (tλ)µν and
uµρKρν are essential to get the physically correct results for the anomalous transport coefficients.
4.2 Chiral magnetic conductivity
To compute this conductivity in linear response theory, we consider the perturbation
Ay = Bx , Az = az(u), gtz = u h
z
t (u) . (4.7)
If we apply the usual holographic dictionary to the solution of the equations of motion of the
perturbations, and compute the energy-momentum tensor from these solutions, one finds T0z =
4g′tz(u = 0) =
(
κ4µ2+λ32pi2T2−λ2k2) B [24], which corresponds only to the contribution (t0)µν.
Using the background, one can easily calculate the corrections to the energy-momentum tensor due
to (tλ)µν and uµρKρν, leading to (tλ)µν = 0 and uµρKνρ = λ4k2Bδµ(0δz)ν. Finally, from the new
definition of the energy-momentum tensor given by Eq. (4.4), we find
®J = κ8µ ®B, ®Jε =
(
κ4µ2+λ32pi2T2
)
®B, (4.8)
which are the usual expressions for the chiral magnetic effect in the charge and energy currents [2].
4.3 Chiral vortical conductivity
Vorticity Ωi =  i jk∂juk can be introduced through a gravitomagnetic field Big =  i jk∂j(Ag)k .
In the rest frame uµ = (1,0,0,0), the gravitomagnetic field is in the mixed component of the metric,
i.e. ds2 = −dt2+2(Ag)idtdxi + d ®x2, and it follows ®Bg = ®Ω [25]. Let us consider the ansatz
Ay = Bguµx , Az = az(u), gty =  f (u)u Bgx , gtz =

u
hzt (u) . (4.9)
After solving the equations of motion for the perturbations, one finds from the u→ 0 asymptotics
of az(u) and hzt (u) the following response due to a gravitomagnetic field
®J =
(
κ4µ2+λ32pi2T2
)
®Bg , ®Jε =
(
κ
8
3
µ3+λ64pi2T2µ
)
®Bg . (4.10)
Remembering that ®Bg = ®Ω, these are the usual responses of a chiral fluid due to vorticity.
4.4 Discussion on anomalous transport
The results of this section can be summarized in the following values for the conductivities [19] 5
σB = κ8µ, σV = κ4µ2+λ32pi2T2 , (4.11)
4In the case of holographic pure gravitational anomalies dual to 2-dim field theories a similar correction has been
found in Ref. [23].
5To compare to a free theory of Nf chiral fermions we can identify κ = Nf /(32pi2) and λ = Nf /(768pi2).
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σBε = κ4µ2+λ32pi2T2 , σVε = κ
8
3
µ3+λ64pi2T2µ . (4.12)
Note that these values are the same as in massless gravity, i.e. they don’t have any dependence
on the holographic disorder couplings (k,J ). This means that the anomalous conductivities are
not affected by translational breaking effects, and this constitutes one of the most important results
of this work. From this property, together with the result of Sec. 3.2, we conclude that there is a
regime in the theory in which the DC conductivity vanishes, but the anomalous conductivities do
not vanish. Finally, one important aspect to remark is that the equality between σBε and σV follows
non-trivially from the definition of the energy-momentum tensor in Eq. (4.4), as the term uµρKρν
induces a contribution which exactly cancels a dependence σBε ∝ λk2 [19].
5. Conclusions
Massive gravity theories have been introduced in the literature as holographic duals of disorder
in condensed matter systems. In this work we have studied non-dissipative transport properties
induced by external electromagnetic fields and vortices in these theories, in particular the chiral
magnetic and chiral vortical effects. We found, as expected, that the corresponding conductivities
are unchanged by the holographic disorder effects. This property, for the case of the response in the
energy current, follows non-trivially from a careful study of the energy-momentum tensor, which
turns out to be modified by the presence of the mixed gauge-gravitational Chern-Simons term in the
action [19]. This solves the puzzle found in Ref. [18]. In addition, we have studied the electric DC
conductivity, and found an interesting regime in which it vanishes, but the anomalous conductivities
do not vanish. This leads to the possibility of studying the anomalous transport effects of these
systems in this regime in a clean way.
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